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The Anti-Intrusion Warning System at the accident site is a new type of police system independently developed by our company. It can effectively alert on-site police that someone has broke the site 

in time, which could avoid more accidents or secondary damage to the accident scene.

Anti-Intrusion Warning System-For Police

EVERY LITTLE LIGHT FOR SAFETY

Anti-Intrusion Warning System 

could protects personal safety 

of police officers:

       
On the one hand, the f lashing LED lights and superior 

reflective performance of the traff ic cone which laid 

around the working area can strongly warn the drivers  

to detour.

On the other hand, when a vehicle breaks into the 

operating area and knocked them down, the equipment 

will be activated, and then warning the police officer with 

high decibel alarm, quickly inform the police officers: 

Dangerous around, Pay attention and evade.

If assume the speed of vehicle is  km/h, depending 

on the distance of the warning line, the system can 

generally provide an early warning time which is around 

, and even  is enough for us to span one 

or two lanes to escape, which could earn a precious time 

for on-site people to escape.

100

5.4s-7.2s 5.4s

Accessories Lists:

Multifunctional Alarm Traffic Cone  LTC-2 *10pcs

Traffic Baton  ST-397-2 *5pcs

Police Shoulder Light  PSL-003-2 *10pcs
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Anti-Intrusion Warning System-For Police

EVERY LITTLE LIGHT FOR SAFETY

ACTIVATE ACCESSORIES:

Multifunctional police alarm traffic cones are placed around the police 

operation area and form a roadblock to remind the driver there are 

police working ahead, please slow down and detour.  And there are 

activation device inside the cone which could continue to stand by, 

once a vehicle breaks through the protective equipment and intrudes, 

the anti-intrusion warning system will be activated.

Multifunctional Alarm Traffic Cone(LTC-2)

ALARM ACCESSORIES:

1.Traffic Baton(ST-397-2)

When the alarm system is activated, the accessories will warning the police officer with high decibel beep alarm, quickly inform the police officers: Dangerous around, Pay attention and evade.

High decibel beep alarm

With a sling

Magnet at the bottom

2.Police Shoulder Light(PSL-003-2)

Beep alarm
 Clip

Multifunctional police traffic cone use integrated detection module, 

with a smaller weight and volume, convenient for transportation and 

fast installation.

*Note: this symbol represents the signal sender,                 this symbol represents the signal receiver.               
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